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Peer Exchange At-A-Glance 
“Use of Data Management and Analytics to Improve Agency Decision Making and Research” 
February 2-4, 2021 
Webex Video Conference  

Host Agency 
New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) 

Guest Agencies 
AEM Corporation 
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 
District Department of Transportation (DDOT) – Washington D.C. 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) 
Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 
Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) 
University at Albany Visualization and Informatics Lab (SUNY AVAIL) 

Purpose 
The emergence of new data sources, capabilities, and requirements has forced state DOT 
officials to find new ways to obtain, manage, analyze, and communicate data for research, 
planning, and decision-making. This peer exchange was organized to help states identify and 
implement ways to best leverage data systems, to enhance the effectiveness of their research 
programs, and to improve agency decision making. 

Key Takeaways 
• DATA GOVERNANCE: New and expansive datasets and technologies require updated

data governance policies and procedures to achieve full research potential and efficient
data use.

o See AEM1, MDOT, FDOT , DDOT
• IT PARTNERS: IT staff are necessary partners in any big data project but are often

unaware of research needs and aims.
o See AEM1, AEM2, KYTC

• MODERN DATA MANAGEMENT: These modern approaches make data widely available
through cloud-based storage using flexible storage systems.

o See AEM1, AEM2
• COLLABORATION: Conducting effective, data-driven research requires collaboration

between program areas within agencies as well as external consultants, partners, and
stakeholders.

o See AEM1, MDOT, NYSDOT, DDOT, FDOT, SUNY AVAIL, Caltrans
• PERSONNEL: Cross functional teams have been assembled to develop data analytics

tools with modern data management approaches.
o See AEM1, AEM2, KYTC

• PROOF OF CONCEPT: Pilot projects can demonstrate the utility of big data approaches
to research, supporting executive buy-in for expanded research.

o See KYTC, NYSDOT, AEM2, FDOT, SUNY AVAIL
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• ACCESSIBILITY: Consistent and accessible templates, applications, and other points of
engagement for non-specialists enhance the utility of data systems and expand capacity.

o See KYTC, NYSDOT, DDOT, AEM2, Caltrans

Abstract 
This report summarizes the results of the New York State Department of Transportation 
(NYSDOT) State Planning and Research (SPR) research peer exchange, which was held virtually 
on February 2, 3, and 4, 2021. This peer exchange was organized to help states identify and 
implement ways to best leverage data systems, to enhance the effectiveness of their research 
programs, and to improve agency decision making. To achieve this, the peer exchange 
participants explored modern data management approaches, personnel, data analytics case 
studies, organizational advancement approaches, and research in the context of data driven 
decision making. Several key peer states, national experts, and NYSDOT personnel participated 
in the peer exchange to provide many different perspectives and insights.  

Acknowledgments 
There are many parties that contributed to the success of the NYSDOT Research peer exchange. 
FHWA provided support and funds to make the peer exchange possible. Participants and other 
contributors allocated time out of their busy schedules, joined the conversation and shared 
valuable insights from their experience through presentations and discussions to advance data 
analytics, management and research. Participants were also involved with documenting the peer 
exchange through contributions to this report and providing presentations to share. These 
contributions were vital to the success of this peer exchange and are greatly appreciated.  
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Introduction 

Purpose 
With the emergence of new datasets, new data capabilities, and new data requirements, states 
are increasingly using resources to obtain, manage, analyze, and communicate data for research, 
planning, and decision-making. This peer exchange, “Use of Data Management and Analytics to 
Improve Agency Decision Making and Research,” was organized to help states identify, share 
and implement ways to best leverage data systems, to enhance the effectiveness of their research 
programs, and to improve agency decision making. 

Process 
The Peer Exchange was conducted virtually through the Webex meeting platform throughout 
three afternoon sessions from February 2-4, 2021. The peer exchange began with a brief 
welcome followed by self-introductions of state and partner participants. The first two afternoons 
consisted of several technical presentations followed by an “open mic” session for posing 
questions and answers, engaging in discussion, and capturing key takeaways.  

The final afternoon session was a topic-oriented, participant-guided discussion. This began with 
a brief overview by each state generally describing their state, agency, and research program, as 
well as identifying at least one key data interest. This was followed by a topic-by-topic discussion 
of data management procedures to identify current constraints and best practices, as well as 
opportunities to enhance agency decision making and research through improved data 
management and analytics. The Webex chat box function was used to capture discussion on all 
three days.  

Requirements 
This peer exchange was conducted in accordance with 23 CFR 420.209 (a)(7), requiring periodic 
peer exchanges between state DOTs on research-related topics as a condition for receiving 
FHWA planning and research funds.1 

123 CFR 420.209: “(a) As a condition for approval of FHWA planning and research funds for RD&T 
activities, a State DOT must develop, establish, and implement a management process that identifies and 
results in implementation of RD&T activities expected to address high priority transportation issues. The 
management process must include: … (7) Participation in peer exchanges of its RD&T management 
process and of other State DOTs' programs on a periodic basis. To assist peer exchange teams in 
conducting an effective exchange, the State DOT must provide to them the information and documentation 
required to be collected and maintained under this subpart. Travel and other costs associated with the State 
DOT's peer exchange may be identified as a line item in the State DOT's work program and will be eligible 
for 100 percent Federal funding. The peer exchange team must prepare a written report of the exchange.” 

https://ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=c98bd359214a488bcec4fc27cc34b113&mc=true&node=se23.1.420_1209&rgn=div8
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Technical Presentations 
This section describes in detail the presentations provided and key takeaways captured from 
these presentations. 

Session 1: February 2, 2021 
Understanding the Data Challenge – Turning Data into Information 

AEM Corporation 
“Guidebook for Managing Data from Emerging Transportation Technologies: Overview of Best 
Practices for Modern Data Management” 

This presentation provided an overview of the recently completed project NCHRP 08-116 
(Research Report 952), “Framework for Managing Data from Emerging Transportation 
Technologies to Support Decision-Making.” This presentation focused on the differences between 
the traditional data management approaches of most transportation agencies and the modern 
data management best practices needed to successfully carry transportation agencies into the 
future. 

NCHRP 08-116 served as a foundation supporting discussions on the many challenges faced by 
departments seeking to leverage the potential of new data types and sources in transportation 
research. Attendees discussed the main challenges facing their agencies including struggles to 
handle large and dynamic datasets produced by new technologies; institutional data silos; the 
need for executive buy-in; and a lack of funding and staffing to build, operate, and maintain data 
capacity. The presenters offered strategies and resources for developing a framework for 
managing data from emerging technologies and applying this framework within transportation 
agencies.  

Additional tools and resources can be found in NCHRP 08-116 (Research Report 952). 

Takeaways 
• Managing new data requires a paradigm shift – it is not something that can be addressed

incrementally.
• The nature of new data requires an updated approach – understanding needs; obtaining

the necessary data professionals; building the flexibility to handle, analyze, and apply new
data.

• Most data research activities at peer DOTs occur across a patchwork of program areas,
IT departments, and outside academic and consultant partners.

https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=4363
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/180826.aspx
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Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) 
“KYTC’s Big Data Journey Including Various Use Cases and Tools” 

This presentation covered the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet’s journey into big data, discussing 
the many benefits along with organizational challenges, technical lessons learned, and the recent 
migration from on-premise architecture to cloud computing.  

KYTC began utilizing big data in 2014 with the introduction of crowd sourced data into snow and 
ice operations. The system has steadily grown to support use cases and research projects in 
nearly every engineering division of the Cabinet. The data management practices are also now 
being used as a template by the enterprise data team.  

An overview of the legacy KYTC IT workflow was provided with processing steps on several types 
of data to arrive at many different visualization tools. KYTC has created a data lake for raw data 
storage, and employs many different software tools including Elastic search, ESRI ArcGIS and 
ArcPro, Excel and UrbanSDK to support many different data use cases. The data visualization 
use cases covered snow and ice, traveler information, crash detection, crash analysis, and work 
zone monitoring, among others. 

KYTC also described its recently employed cloud computing structure and the advantages and 
disadvantages in its use. The presentation compared on-premise and cloud-based data 
management, concluding that on-premise data storage requires large investments in servers and 
data management support services for software and hardware used. These requirements could 
challenge the capabilities of the IT support services available. Cloud-based processing was found 
to be relatively less expensive than on-premise storage, although still potentially costly.  

Attendees learned how KYTC achieved this transformation in organizational data processes and 
began to expand capacity to other use cases beyond snow and ice removal. This led to a detailed 
discussion on the mechanics of activities at KYTC, from building data capacity internally, getting 
the most out of consulting and licensing agreements, and evaluating different visualization tools 
and software.  

The Kentucky Snow and Ice data analytics development team created many valuable data 
analytics pipelines and data visualization tools. This team consists of a manager with a 
background in engineering, surveying, GIS, and IT; a GIS/ITS specialist; and a full stack 
developer with experience with Java, C#, and Python. 

Takeaways: 
• Data lake is a misunderstood concept; likely to encounter resistance from IT.
• On-premise data solutions afford greater control, but often exceed the technical capacity

and expertise of state DOTs and require large, up-front investments.
• Data literacy or data analytics training is needed to leverage the full utility of data

resources.
• Cloud-based and third-party solutions typically lack integrated dashboard interfaces and

can pose problems when there is a loss of power or data connectivity.
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Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) 
“Data into Information for Transportation Decision-making – The Maryland Experience “ 

This presentation described the state of geospatial data governance and management practices 
at MDOT State Highway Administration (SHA) and efforts to ensure that these practices inform 
decision making processes. It also detailed some of the challenges and opportunities in turning 
data into information – getting value from the “data flood.” 

The discussion focused on the challenges presented by the vast quantity of data now available 
to transportation planners. These include, for example, the existence of data silos across program 
areas, lack of uniformity in reporting, and a lack of enterprise systems to allow for “apples to 
apples” comparison in decision making processes. Traditional procurement methods were also 
identified as a potential obstacle to data-driven decision making, since they often do not reflect 
the needs of new data management practices and infrastructure.  

Takeaways 
• Transportation decision making will require a combination of traditional sources, big data,

and crowdsourced data.
• Improved data management practices will require champions, ongoing investment and

engagement, and commitment for mainstreaming.
• Collaboration between agencies (DOTs, MPOs), data providers, and the research

community is critical.
• The value of improved data analytics must be demonstrated to support more sustained

investment and systemic support.
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New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) 
“Applied Data Governance in the Development and Management of NYSDOT’s System of 
Engagement – Maps and Apps Library” 

This presentation provided an overview of NYSDOT’s System of Engagement (SoE) project, with 
a particular focus on the data governance strategies employed to develop the Maps and Apps 
library. The project focuses on democratizing authoritative data so that it can be used by people 
throughout the department to make better decisions. By putting the focus on the needs of end 
users of the data, NYSDOT has been able to expand the data use beyond traditional functions, 
such as meeting mandated reporting requirements. 

The discussion focused on how to translate existing sources of data into useful, reusable, map-
based Systems of Engagement that support a dynamic range of department activities. NYSDOT’s 
ever-growing library of maps, apps, and other data services was offered as a model for leveraging 
and adapting unstructured and tabular data to real-life, geospatially oriented research use cases. 

NYSDOT data visualization needs were identified by meeting with personnel throughout the DOT 
and discussing operational needs. New GIS based apps can be created by building upon existing 
web services and integrating available data. As NYSDOT presenters indicated, once a 
visualization need is identified, an app can be developed within weeks, resources permitting.  

Takeaways 
• Making data useful to non-specialists within the agency is critical.
• Systems of Engagement allow data to be made useful continually in different use cases.

The key is to have a reliable and authoritative data source.
• Making tabular data geospatial is a useful way to bring data together, integrate data and

allow the user to “visualize” relationships.
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District Department of Transportation (DDOT) – Washington D.C. 
“Getting Started on Data Governance at DDOT” 

This presentation explored data governance development at DDOT and use cases demonstrating 
why data governance matters. As the largest data owner in the Washington D.C. government, 
DDOT efforts seek to encompass people, processes, and technology to achieve improved data 
accessibility, quality, and accountability. 

Several benefits of data governance were identified including easier access to data, less time to 
find and access data, less duplication of data analytics, and enhanced retention of institutional 
knowledge. Using data governance should result in better data-driven decision making.  

A data wiki was developed to house information about DDOT data using the Atlassian Confluence 
platform, which provides data parameters such as public availability, location, owner, update 
frequency, format, and access details. Efforts are being made to hire a full-time employee to 
support this effort, keep the data wiki current, and support the data governance efforts more 
generally. DDOT has data analysts on staff in a few key groups but many program areas rely on 
interns to start the shift to more data-intensive efforts, before eventually looking to hire full-time 
positions (which are sometimes filled by former interns). The discussion focused on DDOT’s initial 
strategies to allow data systems to “talk” to each other, improve efficiencies, reduce duplication, 
and retain institutional knowledge. Knowing your data and the users is the first step in the process. 
By reducing the time and effort necessary for staff to track down data, practical data governance 
protocols can increase efficiency. Institutionalizing these practices and training staff in data 
governance practices results in better research outcomes.  

Takeaways 
• Common data templates and centralized datasets facilitate collaboration, wider use of

data, and efficient data utilization.
• Lack of data governance results in redundant data collection, ineffective data discovery,

and suboptimal data use.
• Collaboration with data owners is critical to effective data use.
• Full-time staff with redundant data capabilities is necessary for thorough data analysis.

Agencies need those who can translate between the need for analysis and what data to
use to get there.
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Session 2: February 3, 2021 
Channeling the Data Flood into Decision Support 

AEM Corporation 
“Roadmap to Big Data” 

This presentation built on AEM’s contribution in the first day’s session, “Guidebook for Managing 
Data from Emerging Transportation Technologies: Overview of Best Practices for Modern Data 
Management,” which discussed the findings of the recently completed NCHRP 08-116 (Research 
Report 952). This subsequent presentation described in detail the 8-step Roadmap for Managing 
Data from Emerging Technologies, with a focus on the big data concepts required in Step 4: 
Establish an Embryotic Big Data Test Environment or Playground, and Step 5: Develop the Pilot 
Project Within the Big Data Test Environment/Playground.  

Participants discussed big data concepts related to Steps 4 and 5 such as data lake, the cloud, 
and distributed computing, and began to relate these to practices at their agencies. The 
discussion focused on how agencies can iteratively develop and demonstrate the benefits of a 
modern, big data approach to data management, analysis, and decision-making.  

Additional tools and resources can be found in NCHRP 08-116 (Research Report 952). 

Takeaways 
• Organizational change can be realized through iterative steps that demonstrate the value

of big data approaches.
• Buy-in from IT is critical to establishing a big data test environment or “playground”. This

is not a traditional environment for IT which tends to structure systems for specific use
cases. The data lake is designed to have use cases applied to the data. Data integrity is
important, but users need to be able to apply different questions to the data.

• Test projects must be tailored to the capabilities and needs of the agency, available
consultants, and partners. Start small, think big!

• Data management implementation assistance is temporarily available through NCHRP
08-116.

https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=4363
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/180826.aspx
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Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
“Florida Live Testbed: Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence for Smart City Transportation” 

This presentation described the collaborative development between FDOT and the University of 
Florida of real-time transportation data system in the campus vicinity. This prototype system can 
use incident detection, vehicle classification, space-time trajectories, near-miss identification, 
signal retiming, travel-time distributions, signalized intersection control strategies, and sensor 
fusion algorithms using real-time video and ground sensor data and artificial intelligence 
algorithms. The purpose of this project is to produce smarter intersections, streets, networks, and 
explore the possibilities of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs). 

The presentation detailed the I-STREET Trapezium project in Gainesville, which is employing 
lidar, video, and other sensors at 27 intersections to test new sensors and analytics for improving 
traffic operations and safety. Lidar and video data can be used to improve the accuracy and speed 
of detection for vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists, and other modes. The data can then be 
processed and synthesized to improve signal and network operations and then stored in a data 
warehouse.  

The team at the University of Florida is developing signalized intersection control strategies and 
specialized algorithms for optimizing traffic flow for autonomous and traditional vehicles. Short 
range communication is employed for autonomous vehicles and radar is used to detect traditional 
vehicles. These strategies are being tested on signals at the Florida DOT’s Traffic Engineering 
Research Laboratory (TERL) facility and intersections in Gainesville. 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms have been developed to detect real-time 
incidents, classify vehicles, detect near misses, and retime signals while maintaining user privacy. 
To implement artificial intelligence for operational insights, several components were employed, 
including data collections system, simulator for generating labeled training data, hardware 
infrastructure and software infrastructure. Simulated data were used to fill in gaps in the sensor 
data for training models. 

Takeaways 
• New, rich transportation datasets require new solutions for data and storage.
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML) is useful for developing real-world

transportation applications.
• Many more potential operational uses exist for AI and ML applications.
• Collaboration between city and state transportation personnel and academic researchers

produces dividends.
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State University at Albany Visualization and Informatics Lab (SUNY AVAIL) 
“NPMRDS – Probe Data Analytics Tools for Transportation Planning: Web-based Analysis and 
Reporting Tools for NYSDOT and NYS MPOs” 

This presentation described SUNY AVAIL’s development of a web based congestion, reliability 
and incident analysis tool with advanced analytics and interactive visualizations, based on the 
National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS). This tool has been 
developed in close coordination with NYSDOT and the State’s Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations. While initially used to meet federal performance management reporting 
requirements, the tools have grown to support agency and MPO activities such as before/after 
project analysis, and MPO congestion planning. NYSDOT and the MPOs continue to explore new 
datasets and new use cases.  

The unique partnership between NYSDOT and NYSAMPO, as a technical working group, led to 
several advancements in congestion and reliability performance management and planning. 
These advancements include newly developed local system performance measures, insightful 
data visualizations, and best practices in software database management and user interface 
design. 
Advanced analytics with interactive visualizations and a series of transportation planning case 
studies were conducted across New York State. Value was extracted from the NPMRDS by using 
various performance measures, producing Congestion Management Plans (CMPs), and 
conducting corridor studies.  

Takeaways 
• Academic researchers can be productive partners in leveraging the utility of existing data

resources and assisting the development of internal agency data capacity.
• Partnerships are critical to the success of useful tool development and data research

programs.
• Successful data research programs need an ecosystem of support for continuity and

utility.
• The NPMRDS, an open data source provided by FHWA, can be very useful beyond

Federal performance measure calculations.
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California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 
“2021 NYSDOT Peer Exchange Webinar” 
 
This presentation focused on open source and collaborative software development and explored 
models for supporting the development and integration of new functions and capabilities of 
evolving analytics. 
 
In seeking to meet the goals of multiple organizational units, this presentation described the 
challenges of creating a robust, performance-based, real-time transportation management 
system that is also replicable, scalable, affordable, and maintainable over many years.  
 
Of special interest were the potential benefits of adopting open-source data systems to lower 
costs, enhance collaboration, eliminate license fees, and enhance accessibility. Participants 
explored in greater depth the potential benefits of using open-source data solutions at individual 
states. States also discussed the potential obstacles including, for example, a potential lack of 
consultant support or lack of personnel or training to maintain and operate these solutions. Open 
source requires technical resources to maintain and update data analytics software tools. The 
contracts used by open source portals such as GitHub can pose a legal obstacle for state DOTs. 
Open source development can encourage community involvement and improvements and allow 
flexibility to try new ideas and functions. 
 
Takeaways 

• The significant potential time and cost benefits of open source solutions should be 
considered in developing agency data capacity. Any approach to data analysis requires 
the production of actionable results to justify continued funding and support. 

• Open source approaches can attract unanticipated collaborators, enhancing agency 
engagement. Such collaborations do require ongoing agency support. 

• It is important to incentivize consistency and common tools and platforms with partners. 
• University research collaboration can help implement open source solutions. 
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State Overviews 

Session 3: February 4, 2021 
Supporting Decision Making and Research with Data 

On the final day of the peer exchange, several guest states provided a concise presentation on 
the general characteristics of their state (population, transit service, lane miles, etc.) and their 
agency data activities, and identify a data issue they were interested in exploring in greater depth. 

The following summaries represent a brief description of data activities as well as the data areas 
of interest identified by each state.  

New York Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) 

New York’s transportation system encompasses all modes – pedestrian, bicycle, highway, transit, 
rail, aviation, and marine. NYSDOT manages 7,900 bridges, 44,000 lane miles of roads with 7,900 
employees in 11 Regions and one main office. 

New York State’s research program is managed jointly by the Transportation Research and 
Development Bureau (Engineering Division) and the Statewide Planning Bureau (Policy and 
Planning Division). These two groups leverage and coordinate their complementary expertise to 
support department research activities. Both groups are located at the NYSDOT main office in 
Albany. NYSDOT conducts research with in-house experts and through partnerships with 
academia; industry; other local, state, and federal agencies; and other states. 

INTERESTS: Data analytics applications; Data governance; Modern data management solutions. 

Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) 
VTrans manages 4,050 structures and 6,511 lane miles with 1,200 employees in three divisions 
and eight maintenance districts. VTrans research program activities are conducted by two 
employees in the Policy, Planning, and Research Bureau, part of the Policy, Planning, and 
Intermodal Development Division. Research is conducted with a budget of less than $1.3 million 
by leveraging NCHRP, TRB, New England Transportation Consortium, and pooled funds. 
Research staff coordinate with program area champions to prepare research problem statements, 
coordinate with executive approval, and then identify qualified researchers. The agency is 
interested in systems used by other State DOTs to store and manage performance data, as well 
as national research into open data, especially as it relates to federally funded research. It is 
currently focused on working with champions across the agency to help prepare research 
problems. 

INTERESTS: Data storage; Data governance. 

District Department of Transportation (DDOT) – Washington D.C. 
DDOT research activities involve two employees with additional support from Howard University. 
These are housed within State and Regional Planning Division, which also handles SPR Part 1 
and Metropolitan Planning, and which reports to the Chief Administrative Officer. The principal 
focus of research activities is urban and multimodal research. 

INTERESTS: Integrating data across modes and systems. 
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Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 
The MassDOT data research staff works across three groups in two offices: The Office of 
Performance Management and Innovation and the Office of Transportation Planning. This work 
supports both MassDOT and Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA), and 
frequently involves collaboration with universities, advocacy groups, and other organizations. The 
Research and Technology Transfer group manages a total budget of approximately $8 million 
(SPR funds with state match) with five staff members. The Office of Performance Management 
and Innovation conducts internal research to support policy and measure development and 
promotes data sharing through an Open Data Portal and Data Blog. The SPR-funded research 
process includes several phases: collect problem statements, select statements, identify principal 
investigator, develop scope, procurement, research phase, produce deliverable, implementation 
and evaluate benefits. Several research projects have involved data analytics including Using 
Mobile Lidar for Automated Asset Inventory and Condition Assessment, Multisource Data Fusion 
for Traffic Incident Detection, Massachusetts Depth to Bedrock, and Measuring Accessibility to 
Improve Public Health.  
 
INTERESTS: Institutional structure of data research activities; Using third-party data. 
 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
The Research Center oversees the FDOT’s research program and contracts with state 
universities and other research service providers. The Research Center also participates in 
pooled fund studies with other state transportation agencies and contributes to national studies 
on subjects of benefit to Florida. At any given time, FDOT typically has more than 125 active 
projects.  
 
INTERESTS: Coordinating data projects across working groups and stakeholders. 
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Topical Discussion 

Session 3: February 4, 2021 
Supporting Decision Making and Research with Data 

Following individual state presentations, attendees were invited to engage in a topical discussion 
on any of the ideas presented during the peer exchange. The following preliminary topics were 
drawn from the preceding state DOT submissions and the presentations, and were used to frame 
the interests of participants in this discussion: 

• Data lake and pipelines
• Data hosting and cloud computing
• Research role in data management
• Integrating third-party data
• Systems used to store/manage performance data
• National research on publishing open data

In addition to these general topical areas of interest, peer exchange organizers crafted a series 
of questions meant to reintroduce topics and issues back into the conversation that had been 
raised over the first two days. These were: 

What has your State's experience been to date with applying these new streams of data to: 
• Research?
• Planning and Performance measurement?
• Operations and maintenance?

How has your research program been applied to help navigate or enable effective use of data 
and analytics practice? 

• Developing improved governance?
• Leveraging university programs?
• Collaboration on open source systems and tools?
• Private data or analytics purchases?
• integration of agency, private and modal data?

What are some common obstacles to the effective use of data for research, operations and 
planning analytics, and what strategies have you been able to apply? 

• Procurement and funding – how are states funding servers, cloud storage, etc.?
• Staffing and training – are states using SPR funds for training?
• IT Support – hosting and tool development and access?
• Organizational silos and data governance?

What research problems or subject matter do you anticipate will be the focus of data needs over 
the next several years: 

• Infrastructure inventory status (resiliency preparedness, asset management)
• Environment (GHG reduction)
• Transportation System Management and Operations (TSMO)
• Modal integration
• Planning and forecasting
• Economic or community development analysis
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• Automation

This period of open discussion, informed by two prior sessions of presentations and issues raised 
in the Webex chatbox, produced a wealth of insight on a range of data issues and topics related 
to transportation. Drawn together from all three sessions, these are listed below by category: 

Discussion Summary 

Data Management 
• Data silos can exist in large organizations from potentially isolated functionality of different

program areas. When a program area conducts its business, it has typically returned high-
level information to other parts of the organization as requested. Detailed data is often
retained in silos within program areas. Now with the advancements in data analytics, this
detailed data is in demand since modern machine learning methods can make sense of it
for other applications beyond the initial purpose for collecting this data. This is motivation
to move data from silos to date lakes, where it can be identified, and accessed more widely
within an organization.

• Communication between program areas helps to promote sharing of data and provides
opportunities for the same data to be used for multiple purposes. For example, real time
traffic data can be used for operations and planning functions. Some DOTs have benefited
from a data strategist to oversee data collection needs, eliminate duplicative data
collection, and acquire needed data.

• State DOTs are becoming more motivated to move data into data lakes where they can
be widely consumed throughout the agency using data analytics. Data lakes can
accelerate the use of this data for research projects, as noted by Kentucky. Data lakes
provide for the underlying data to remain unchanged while allowing the user to apply the
data to a variety of different analytic purposes.

• Caltrans indicated that the development of a data lake is critical to developing better data
analytics tools. Data needs to be available internally within DOTs and shared between
partner agencies to provide better access to data.

• Although data lakes have many advantages, there are some challenges also. The process
of creating a data lake requires reorganization of siloed data which can get complicated
and expensive if existing systems need to be rewritten. Privacy could be an issue with
data lakes if the data security is questionable or there are vulnerabilities. Data lakes
typically have slower queries compared with data warehouses, which use relational
databases.

• Some states have indicated that the costs of third-party data storage can have a variable
cost depending on state size and needs. The accuracy of data can be an issue. For
example, a data provider indicated that its data is accurate. However, the accuracy was
only 40 percent.

Open Source Data Analytics 
• The benefits and challenges of open source development of data analytics were

discussed. Open source has the benefit of being customizable, not requiring a license,
potentially low maintenance costs, and bringing development assistance from a wider
base. However, some challenges were identified such as open source requires
specialized skills to maintain. This expertise can be challenging to procure if only a couple
of organizations have that capability. For example, the University Transportation Center
(UTC) that Caltrans approached for open source development was not well suited for open
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source development. Also, open source development costs can be high depending on 
how much customization is required.  

• There are potentially some legal issues for state departments of transportation (SDOT)
regarding opensource development. A legal issue for open source development has been
establishing ownership of intellectual property. If a state develops intellectual property with
opensource development, the managing entity may retain ownership, which can be
problematic. Open source portal legal agreements may require immediate sharing of
source code. However, legal departments for state DOTs may not support this.

• AASHTOWare was discussed for open source development, although some participants
expressed security concerns over the two-year gaps between software updates.

Personnel 
• A discussion regarding personnel for improving data analytics and management

established some interesting points. DOTs need to have personnel that can understand
data systems and analytics while also having the ability to communicate well with IT and
management.

• There are issues with retaining qualified IT personnel since SDOT wages can be lower
than those provided by a consultant. In Kentucky, 70 percent of IT services are contracted
out.

• The Kentucky snow and ice data analytics team has been very effective at using modern
data management and data analytics for many operations use cases. Its team consists of
a manager with a diverse background in engineering technology, surveying, and IT; an IT
professional with GIS experience; and a software developer with programming experience
in Java, C#, and Python.
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Summary 
This peer exchange was organized to help states identify and implement ways to best leverage 
data systems, to enhance the effectiveness of their research programs, and to improve agency 
decision making. The exchange covered a wide array of topics in data management and analytics, 
with many different perspectives from participating transportation managers, research managers, 
researchers, data managers, information science experts, programmers, planners, and 
engineers. The topics covered include research, modern data management, data governance, 
data storage, data analytics, open source development, collaboration, and personnel. 

Staffing, Collaboration, and Support 
Several states presented on their research programs, organizational overviews, and topics of 
interest. These presentations highlighted a common issue facing many transportation agencies – 
that successful data research programs need an ecosystem of support for continuity. The 
discussion between presenters and participants identified collaboration with universities, program 
area champions, and other transportation stakeholders as key to the success of research 
programs. The peer exchange itself demonstrated how academic researchers can be productive 
partners in leveraging the utility of existing data resources until such time that internal agency 
data frameworks can be developed.  

Modern Data Management 
The ongoing proliferation of new data types provides new research opportunities, but also 
requires new solutions for data management and storage. Modern data management practices 
were summarized with presentations provided by the AEM corporation and documented in detail 
in NCHRP 08-116 Final Report (Research Report 952). This presentation outlined the differences 
between traditional and modern data systems regarding governance, data storage, user 
population, and architecture – demonstrating how practical value can be derived from existing 
data. KYTC provided a working example of how to successfully employ modern data management 
and analytics to snow and ice applications.  

Building Data Lakes 
Modern data management is critical to efficient data storage, discovery, retrieval, and processing. 
As various presenters and participants recognized, data silos in large organizations can 
negatively impact the functionality of different program areas. To address the problem of program 
silos, participants discussed the emerging industry consensus that better outcomes can be 
achieved by moving from data silos to data lakes, where various data sources can be identified 
and accessed efficiently across an organization. Most participants agreed that creating effective 
data lakes is critical to developing and leveraging stronger, more efficient data analytics tools. 
Discussion on the clear advantages of data lakes later turned to the practical challenges that 
creating data lakes presents. The reorganization of siloed data can be both costly and time 
consuming, presenting a disincentive to data lake creation at agencies with limited resources and 
staff. Working through these challenges will require customized and pragmatic responses from 
agencies wishing to create data lakes.  

Leveraging the Cloud 
Multiple presenters, such as KYTC, touched on the debate between storing data in-house or using 
third-party solutions. The main storage options available to transportation agencies are on-
premise and cloud-based, the latter of which generally include advantages like specialized 
processing tools, lower personnel resources for maintenance and security. Cloud-based storage 
was found to be relatively less expensive than on-premise storage, although still potentially costly. 

https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=4363
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Cloud computing was considered more expensive than cloud storage, and some states have 
indicated that the costs can be variable depending on state size and needs. There are some 
concerns regarding the unique and proprietary nature of cloud resources, the difficulty in 
transferring between different cloud platforms, and a lack of integrated dashboards. Participants 
also expressed concern over accessing data in the unlikely event that network connectivity 
becomes limited or nonexistent. As this discussion highlighted, transportation agencies have to 
carefully weigh many factors in choosing between on-site and cloud-based data storage.  

Data Governance 
Data governance provides policies to guide the storage and access of data within an organization, 
making it easier to find and use data. Common data templates and data sets can help establish 
and support data governance aims. Providing data to a broad user base can provide significant 
value within an organization, but it also introduces potential security risks that must be mitigated. 
The discussion of data governance focused on practical ways to balance data access and security 
at various kinds of agencies with different institutional cultures and resources. As an example, 
DDOT described how it is developing data governance through a Data Wiki used to summarize 
available data. A closeout process is being developed to keep the Data wiki updated. In another 
example, NYSDOT described how it has developed a Maps and Apps library to visualize 
department data sources geospatially, adding value to the data by providing access to a broad 
user population. There emerged a consensus among participants that efforts to establish new 
data governance policies first require an understanding of data sources and data users. 

Data Analytics 
Data analytics have the potential to transform data into actionable insights and deliver value to 
transportation stakeholders. The peer exchange explored some current data analytics and 
machine learning transportation applications already in use. FDOT described how its team is 
testing machine learning and artificial intelligence analytics to extract useful information from real 
time sensor data in a smart city testbed. These advanced analytics have leveraged various data 
to provide real-time incident detection, vehicle classification, space-time trajectories, near-miss 
identification, signal retiming, travel-time distributions, and signalized intersection control 
strategies. SUNY Avail described how its researchers have leveraged open data sets using a 
state-of-the-art, web-based congestion, reliability, and incident analysis tool with advanced 
analytics and interactive visualizations. The Kentucky Snow and Ice data analytics team 
demonstrated many valuable data analytics pipelines and data visualization tools it has created 
for snow and ice response, traveler information, crash detection, crash analysis, and work zone 
monitoring, among others. In all cases, it was clear that the software pipelines for data analytics 
were key to delivering valuable insights from data. Data analytics were conducted using a variety 
of different platforms including Python, Java, C#, Elastic search, ESRI ArcGIS, Excel, and Urban 
SDK. Also suggested, and explored in the discussion, was the idea that the success of pilot 
projects can help build up both data analysis capacity and executive support for additional data 
projects in the future.  

Looking Forward 
The development of modern data management practices within an organization was explored 
using the guidance from NCHRP 08-116 Final Report (Research Report 952), as well as valuable 
experience from participants. This peer exchange highlighted the critical insight that improved 
data management practices will require champions, investment, and commitment across an 
agency, from the executive level down to data practitioners and IT specialists. The utility of new 
data analytics opportunities will not always be self-evident – there will be an ongoing need to 
engage and sell executive management on their importance.  

https://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=4363
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Skilled specialists are required to transform data into decisions using modern data management 
systems and data analytics, but a surge in hiring is not a reasonable expectation in most agency 
settings. In addition, some agencies have reported difficulties retaining professionals for data 
analytics and management. For this reason, building cross-functional teams with the personnel 
and resources agencies already have available to them will be key. Data literacy or data analytics 
training can expand access to the data, leveraging the utility of both the data and existing staff. 
Some organizations have a data expert embedded within each program area. Broad data access 
can reduce agency over-reliance on a single expert staffer.  

Background experience or training that has been helpful for some teams includes computer 
science, IT, GIS, engineering, and management. DOTs need to have personnel that can 
understand data systems and analytics while also having the ability to communicate well with IT 
and management. Because of the critical role they play in technological change and transfer, IT 
staff must be brought on board as active partners in any adaptation to changing data management 
or analytics needs.  

Pilot projects can deliver and demonstrate value but must be tailored to the capabilities of the 
agency, available consultants, and partners. There is much to be gained by applying data-driven 
solutions to transportation problems, and an ever-growing range of analytical tools and available 
datasets to support positive and transformative transportation outcomes for all stakeholders. This 
peer exchange demonstrated that big institutional change can be realized through iterative steps 
that demonstrate the value of big data approaches.  

Next Steps 
As the data landscape for transportation agencies continues to evolve, NYSDOT has begun 
adapting its business processes and will continue to do so. NYSDOT continues to engage in a 
successful partnership with the Metropolitan Planning Organizations with the assistance of the 
SUNY AVAIL team to successfully produce new data insights on the federally provided 
NPMRDS. This partnership serves as a model for successful collaboration on data projects, 
utilizing the resources and expertise of the academic community.  

In addition, NYSDOT manages contracts with consultants working on a range of data issues. 
Through this dynamic and research-driven portfolio of projects, NYSDOT is gaining the 
knowledge and experience necessary to develop more robust data governance practices, 
partner more closely with IT staff, and identify data storage and security practices suitable 
to Department needs. Through its many data-related activities, NYSDOT will continue to learn 
from – and adapt to – the emerging big data environment.

As demonstrated during the peer exchange, NYSDOT staff continue to add new capabilities and 
interfaces to the Department's GIS-based Maps and Apps portal. This portal was conceived and 
developed as a collaborative and cross-functional platform for making data useful and accessible 
to all Department staff and, as appropriate, to the public in easy-to-understand formats. As 
NYSDOT continues to expand Maps and Apps offerings for a variety of users and use cases, this 
portal will facilitate further data integration, knowledge sharing, and data accessibility. 

The Statewide Transportation Master Plan currently under development at NYSDOT represents 
a collaboration between consultants and a range of federal, state, and local groups, as well as 
the public. This long-term plan requires consultants to propose innovative approaches for 
incorporating new and growing datasets into planning activities. Through this contract, NYSDOT 
staff and partners are exploring new digitally driven approaches to conducting and measuring 
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public involvement, new metrics to measure and model system performance, and new and 
accessible interfaces to map spatial information for non-specialist audiences. This project has the 
potential to enhance Department data processes across a wide spectrum of program areas and 
working groups.  

Through these activities, among others, NYSDOT is constantly implementing and evaluating new 
data management and application strategies to enhance Department activities. Combined with 
insights drawn from the innovative work of transportation planners across the country – captured 
in this peer exchange – NYSDOT will continue to gain knowledge and explore practical solutions 
to the big data challenges which lie ahead. 
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Resources 
• NCHRP Research Report 952: Guidebook for Managing Data from Emerging

Technologies for Transportation
• NCHRP Research Report 952: Executive Summary
• NCHRP Report 814: Data to Support Transportation Agency Business Needs: A Self-

Assessment Guide
• TRB Conference on Performance and Data in Transportation Decision Making (2019)

http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/180826.aspx
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/180826.aspx
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_952Executive.pdf
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/173470.aspx
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/173470.aspx
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/circulars/ec263.pdf
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Attachments 

Participant List 
Name Affiliation Role 
Benjamin Pecheux AEM Director of Information Science 
Kelley Klaver Pecheux AEM Senior Director of Transportation 
Chad Baker Caltrans Geospatial Data Officer 
Mandy Chu Caltrans Chief, Office of Highway System Information and Performance 
Nick Compin Caltrans Project Manager at Division of Traffic Operations 
Stephanie Dock DDOT Research Program Administrator 
J. Darryll Dockstader FDOT Manager, Research Center 
Dr. Sanjay Ranka FDOT Professor at University at Florida (CISE) 
Maria Chau FHWA Senior Community Planner 
Gautam Mani FHWA Community Planner 
Anna Price FHWA Acting Deputy Administrator 
Chris Lambert KYTC TSMO Integrated Data Collection, Management and Analytics 
Anna Gartsman MassDOT Director of Strategic Research 
Lily Oliver MassDOT Research Manager 
Laura Riegel MassDOT Director of Data Strategy 
Subrat Mahapatra MDOT Deputy Director, Office of Transportation Mobility & 

Operations (OTMO) 
Beth Brown NYSDOT Transportation Analyst, Statewide Planning Bureau 
Daryl Bushika NYSDOT Pavement Management and Materials Data Systems, Office of 

Technical Services  
Lisa Cataldo NYSDOT Senior Transportation Analyst and SPR Program Manager, 

Statewide Planning Bureau 
Jim Davis NYSDOT Director, Statewide Policy and Performance Bureau 
Ronald L. Epstein NYSDOT Executive Deputy Commissioner and Chief Financial Officer
Mike Flynn NYSDOT Acting Director, Statewide Planning Bureau 
Matthew Hannon NYSDOT Senior Capital Program Analyst, Statewide Planning Bureau 
Ryan Lund NYSDOT Professional Engineer, Transportation Research and 

Development Bureau 
Michael Rossi NYSDOT Director, Highway Data Services Bureau 
Robert Sack NYSDOT Director, Office of Technical Services 
Lynn Weiskopf NYSDOT Director, Office of Policy, Planning and Performance 
Steve Wilcox NYSDOT Transportation Maintenance Engineer/Manager 
Wes Yang NYSDOT Professional Engineer, Transportation Research and 

Development Bureau 
Alex Muro SUNY 

AVAIL 
Lead Programmer 

Manuel Sainz VTrans Performance Analytics Group 
Mandy White VTrans Data Unit in Operations and Safety Bureau 
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Overview Documents 
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Overview Slides 

2

Welcome
Introductions – Self Introductions of Participants by State

Purpose
• Help States identify and implement ways to best leverage

data systems, to enhance the effectiveness of their
research programs and improve agency decision making.

Process
• Technical presentations – Q&A, Discussion

• “Open Mic” and Chat Box – Key Take-Aways

Agenda
Topics of Interest

1

Virtual Peer Exchange

Hosted by New York State Department of Transportation 
February 2-4, 2021

Use of Data Management and Analytics to 
Improve Decision Making and Research

3

Day 1 Technical Presentations

Please Use the “Open Mic”
Use the Chat Box
Mute if not talking
Daryl.Bushika@dot.ny.gov

Understanding the Data Challenge – Turning Data into Information 
Session 1 – Tuesday February 2, 2021 (12:30pm-4:00pm EST) 

1:00 pm Data management:  Introduction and Scan of Emerging Practice 

 
Guidebook for Managing Data from Emerging Transportation Technologies 
Overview of Best Practices for Modern Data Management 

AEM Corporation 
   Kelley Pecheux 
   Benjamin Pecheux 

2:00 pm Getting Value from the Data Flood: Sensors, Probes and Crowdsourcing 

2:00 pm KYTC’s Big Data Journey Including Various Use Cases and Tools Kentucky TC 
   Chris Lambert 

2:30 pm 
Data into Information for Transportation Decision-making – The Maryland 
Experience 

Maryland DOT 
   Subrat Mahapatra 

3:00 pm Integrating Data Across a Vast Organization:  Data Governance 

3:00 pm 
Applied Data Governance in the Development and Management of NYSDOT’s 
System of Engagement – Maps and Apps Library 

NYS DOT  
   Steve Wilcox 
   Mike Rossi 

3:30 pm Getting Started on Data Governance at DDOT District DOT 
   Stephanie Dock 
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4

Day 2 Technical Presentations

Please Use the “Open Mic”
Use the Chat Box
Mute if not talking
Daryl.Bushika@dot.ny.gov

Channeling the Data Flood into Decision Support 
Session 2 – Wednesday February 3, 2021 (1:00pm-4:00pm EST) 

1:00 pm Emerging Practices for Big Data 

 
Roadmap to Big Data 
Steps to implement a data lake and cloud computing pilot to demonstrate the 
benefits for transportation applications  

AEM Corporation 
   Kelley Pecheux 
   Benjamin Pecheux 

1:45 pm Emerging Practices with Artificial Intelligence 

 
Florida Live Testbed:  Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence for Smart City 
Transportation  

Florida DOT (UFL) 
   Dr. Sanjay Ranka 

2:30 pm Aggregating and Integrating Data to Tell the Story (Visualization) 

 
NPMRDS – Probe Data Analytics Tools for Transportation Planning: 
Web-based Analysis and Reporting Tools for NYSDOT and NYS MPOs 

SUNY AVAIL 
   Alex Muro 

3:15 pm Collaborative Research - Open Source Software Development and Use 

 
2021 NYSDOT Peer Exchange Webinar 
Open source and collaborative software development. Models for supporting 
development and integration of new functions and capabilities of evolving analytics. 

CALTRANS 
   Nick Compin, Ph.D 

 

 
1

Day 3 Activities

Please Use the “Open Mic”
Use the Chat Box
Mute if not talking
Daryl.Bushika@dot.ny.gov

Supporting Decision Making and Research with Data 
Session 3 – Thursday February 4, 2021 (1:00pm-4:00pm EST) 

1:00 pm State Overviews  

 
States will provide a brief overview of their State, Agency and Research Program. 

NY, VT, DC, MA, FL Participants 

1:45 pm Improving Decision Making and Research – Topical Discussion 

 
A topic-oriented discussion of data management and data analytic procedures to 
identify opportunities to enhance agency decision making and research. Participants 

3:30 pm Overview of Peer Exchange & Wrap-up 
 

 
2

• What has your State's experience been to date with applying these new streams of 
data to:

o Research
o Planning and Performance measurement
o Operations and maintenance

• How has your research program been applied to help navigate/enable effective 
use of data and analytics practice?

• What are some common obstacles to effective use of data for research, operations 
and planning analytics and what strategies have you been able to apply (if any)?

• What research problems/subject matter do you anticipate will be the focus of data 
needs over the next several years?

General Decision Making Research Activities 
• Current practices. 
• Constraints, best practices, opportunities. 

• How does this data practice impact research? 
• How can research improve this data practice? Research needs? 
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3

Topics of Interest - Preliminary
1. Data Governance
2. Data Lake and Pipe Lines 
3. Data Hosting and Cloud Computing
4. Research role in data management
5. How is 3rd party data integrated
6. Systems are used to store/manage performance data
7. National research on publishing open data
8. Role of research
9. How to coordinate with stakeholders on data issues

 
4

Thank You
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Technical Presentations 
AEM Corporation 

Guidebook for Managing Data 
from Emerging Transportation 
Technologies

Overview of Best Practices for Modern 
Data Management

Kelley Pecheux, AEM Corporation

Benjamin Pecheux, AEM Corporation

NYSDOT Peer Exchange
February 2, 2021

Overview of Presentation

2

NCHRP 08-116 background and objectives

Challenges to managing data from emerging technologies

Why should agencies move toward modern data management?

Overview of Guidebook 

Laying the foundation – best practices for modern data management

Supporting tools
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NCHRP 08-116 Background and Objectives

3

Background:
New, big, and varied datasets are available to
transportation agencies at an increasing pace.

These data have tremendous potential to offer 
new insights to transportation agencies.

The volume, speed, and granularity of these 
data are unprecedented and will fundamentally
alter the transportation sector. 

Research Objectives:
 Develop a framework for managing data 

from emerging technologies, including data
from connected and automated vehicles 
and data linked to new mobility initiatives. 

 Outline a process for applying this 
framework to help agencies incorporate 
these data into the decision-making 
process.

Transportation Agency Challenges to Managing  
Data from Emerging Technologies

4

• Reliance on traditional database management 
systems. Data from emerging technologies are too 
large, too varied in nature, and will change too 
quickly to be handled by these traditional data
systems.

• Struggle to break down business unit and data silos.

• Do not fully recognize the value of big data or the
eminent need to ready for it.

• Do not fully understand the uses and benefits of 
cloud-based architecture conducive to handling data
from emerging technologies.

“Our big data issues are 
straightforward, we don’t have the 

technology, money, or skills.”
– CITY DOT

• Have difficulty hiring and retaining modern 
data management professionals.

• Experience a loss of control to vendors over 
data, technology, and service agreements.

• Are unequipped to handle this level of big
data at an organizational level.
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• With increased connectivity between vehicles, sensors, systems, shared-use 
transportation, and mobile devices, unexpected and unprecedented amounts
of data are being added to the transportation domain at a rapid rate. 

• These new data offer the potential to uncover insights to drive better decision-
making at all levels of transportation agencies in a way that is simply not 
happening now. 

• The potential value of these new data cannot be easily or efficiently extracted 
by traditional methods; the complexity of the task requires new big data tools
and techniques.

• As data sources become more varied and change more and more rapidly, the 
traditional approach cannot cope with the complexity and cannot be re-
designed quickly or cost-effectively enough to handle frequent data and 
business requirements changes.

5

Why Should  
Agencies Move 
Toward the Modern  
Approach to Data 
Management?

 Modern big data methods to collect, transmit, store, aggregate, analyze, 
apply, and share these data need to be adopted by transportation 
agencies if they are to be utilized to facilitate better decision-making.

• Provides a modern big data management framework that introduces new
concepts and methodologies, best practices, and 100+ recommendations for 
managing data in a modern, flexible, scalable, and sustainable way.

• Lays out a roadmap on how to begin to shift – technically, institutionally, and 
culturally – toward effectively managing data from emerging technologies.

• Provides examples and references of transportation agencies currently exploring
or already navigating the implementation of big data, including their challenges 
and successes.

• Discusses common misconceptions within the transportation industry regarding
big data management. 

6

This Guidebook 
Can Help 
Agencies Shift 
Toward the 
Modern Data 
Management 
Approach

Laying the Foundation

Modern Big Data 
Management Framework

Roadmap to Managing Data 
from Emerging Technologies

100+ recommendations 
across the data lifecycle

8-step process toward 
organizational change

Contrasts traditional vs. modern approach 
for 11 characteristics of data systems

Presents modern big data architecture

Supporting Resources & Tools
 NCHRP 08-116 Research Report
 Data Management Capability 

Maturity Self-Assessment (DM CMSA)
 Data Sources Catalog Tool
 Big Data Governance Role &

Responsibilities
 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Supporting Resources & Tools

Laying the 
Foundation
Best practices for modern data 
management

7
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Traditional vs Modern Big Data Management

8

Managing new and emerging 
data requires a complete 

paradigm shift. 

These data cannot be handled 
simply by adding more 

hardware or processing power. 

The nature of the data 
demands an updated 

approach.

 The following slides contrast various characteristics of traditional data management practices 
with their big data management counterparts, providing examples that demonstrate the stark 
contrast between the current state of practice for most transportation agencies and the ideal 
state based on data industry best practices.

System Design and Flexibility

• Systems are designed and built for a 
pre-defined purpose; all requirements 
must be pre-determined before 
development and deployment.

• System designed as “set it and forget 
it;” designed once to be maintained as 
is for many years. Systems are rigid 
and not easily modified.

• Systems are designed and built for
many and unexpected purposes; 
constant adjustments are made to 
the system following deployment.

• System is ephemeral and flexible; 
designed to expect and easily adapt
to changes. Detects changes and 
adjusts automatically.

Traditional Data Systems Modern, Big Data Systems

9

Hardware & Software

• As technology evolves, hardware 
becomes outdated quickly; system 
can’t keep pace.

• System features at the hardware level; 
hardware and software tightly 
coupled.

• As technology evolves, system 
changes to keep pace with 
innovation. Hardware is disposable.

• System features at the software 
level; hardware and software 
decoupled.

10

Traditional Data Systems Modern, Big Data Systems
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Data Storage & Processing

• Data and analyses are centralized
(servers)

• Schema on write (“schema first”)

• Analysis code is limited to the data 
organization imposed by the schema

• Data and analyses are distributed 
(cloud)

• Schema on read (“schema last”) 

• Analysis code can modify and 
customize the schema as needed

11

Traditional Data Systems Modern, Big Data Systems

Resource Allocation

• Majority of resources spent on the 
data system, from hardware and 
software to database design and 
maintenance.

• Data analysis is limited to the 
software used to create the database 
(often tied to commercial hardware 
and software stack).

• Many fewer resources spent on 
database design and maintenance 
(database hardware and software 
are maintained by the cloud).

• For each analysis, can use the most
appropriate (often open source or 
pay-as-you-go software).

12

Traditional Data Systems Modern, Big Data Systems

Data Governance

• Data governance is centralized; IT strictly 
controls who sees / analyzes data (heavy in 
policy-setting)

• Uses a tight data model and strict access 
rules aimed at preserving the processed data
and avoiding its corruption and deletion.

• Small number of people with access to data; 
limits use of data for insights and decision-
making to a “chosen few.”

• Data governance is distributed between a
central entity and business areas.

• Consider processed data as disposable 
and easy to recreate from the raw data. 
Focus instead is on preserving unaltered 
raw data.

• Many people can access the data; applies
the concept of “many eyes” to allow 
insights and decision-making at all levels 
of an organization.

13

Traditional Data Systems Modern, Big Data Systems
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Modern, Big Data Architecture

• New architectural patterns need to be 
adopted to cope with the wide variety 
of fast changing data

• Flexible and distributed data 
architecture capable of applying many 
analytical technologies to stored data

• Data is stored in a “data lake”

• “Schema on read” / “schema last”

14

 

Guidebook
Supporting Resources 
and Tools

15

 

Guidebook Supporting Resources & Tools 

16

• NCHRP 08-116 Final Research Report – Framework for Managing Data from Emerging Technologies to Support 
Transportation Decision-Making, provided under separate cover, documents the research activities and provides 
supplemental information for reference to support implementation of the guidebook.

• Data Management Capability Maturity Self-Assessment (DM CMSA) – offers over 100 questions to allow agencies 
to gauge their data management practices, as well as identify areas for improvement.

• Data Sources Catalog Tool – a tool to catalog existing and potential data sources. 

• Big Data Governance Plan Template – provides a list of recommendations to consider when developing a modern 
data governance approach, a description and frameworks for big data governance, and a tool for tracking the big 
data governance roles and responsibilities within an agency. 

• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) – responses to frequently asked questions regarding big data implementation, 
management, governance, use, and security.
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So, how do we get 
started?
Tune in tomorrow at 1:00!

17

Kelley Pecheux, Sr. Director, Transportation
kelley.pecheux@aemcorp.com
(703) 350-8487

Benjamin Pecheux, Director of Information Science
ben.pecheux@aemcorp.com
(703) 989-4776

Contact Information
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Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) 

Big Data Journey
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

 

The Need for Change

• 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 Winters

• Record Snowfalls

• Record Costs

• Salt Shortages

• Interstate Incidents

• Spring of 2014 – KYTC began research for a Snow and Ice Decision Support System

• September of 2014 – KYTC signed with the Waze Connected Citizen Program

• November 2014 – Title 23, CFR 511.301-315 requirements for ITS

 

Data Sources
• HERE Traffic Speeds
• Waze Incidents
• Waze Traffic Speeds
• iCone Traffic Speeds
• Twitter
• KYMesonet
• CoCoRahs
• Doppler Radar
• NWS Forecasts: Rain, Snow, Ice

• Statewide TMC Reports
• Metro TMC Reports
• Snow Plows (AVL)
• Roadway Weather Stations
• County Activity Reports
• Dynamic Message Signs
• Truck Parking
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Linear Referencing System
• District
• County
• City
• Route
• Road Name
• Mile Point
• Functional Class
• Etc…

• Capture Time
• Date Exists
• Date Exists 2min Rounded
• Source Update
• Source Record Update
• Year, Month, Day
• Hour, Minute, Second
• Sub-second (DSRC)

 

Current and Future Use Cases
• Title 23, CFR 511.301-315 (2014)
• Snow and Ice Management (2014)
• Situational Awareness (2014)
• Traveler Information System (2015)
• Incident Detection (2015)
• Incident Recovery Times (2016)
• Traffic Control Plan Training (2016)
• Environmental (2017)
• Work Zone Monitoring (2018)
• Secondary Crash Analysis (2019)
• Department of Motor Carriers (2019)
• COVID-19 Traffic Analysis (2020)
• Work Zone Performance Committee (2020)

• Maintenance Performance Measures*
• Mobility*
• Snow and Ice Operations*

• University Research*
• Business Intelligence*
• Predictive Analytics*
• Secondary Crash Detection*
• Congestion Mitigation*
• Signal Timing*
• Automated DMS Messages*
• Automated Bookkeeping*

*in development

 

Architecture
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2020 Legacy
Architecture

2020 Velocity:
24.6 million records

per day*

1 year of rolling data 
is maintained in 
Elasticsearch for 
dashboards and 

reporting.

*Snow and Ice Operations 
generate an additional 10 
million records per day of 
incoming data for a statewide 
event and output also increases 
to 125,000 records every 2 
minutes for mapping and 
dashboards used in decision 
support solutions.

 

Data Lake Debacle

• Independent process
• Data is NOT transformed

• Misunderstood concept
• IT can be resistant or reluctant

 

On-Premise (Nov 2014 - Sept 2021)
• Hardware: $260,000

• 26 Physical Production Servers
• 430 Cores
• 832GB RAM
• 145TB Storage

• Licensing Costs: $100,000/year
• Cloudera
• Elasticsearch

• Server Maintenance: $300,000/year
• Additional maintenance contract
• 50% of Developers time to servers

• One time cost for storage
• One time cost for compute/processing

• 345mil records in 11min using 100% CPU

• 345mil records in 17min using 20% CPU

• Skills and lessons translated to cloud

• Lack of education and skills
• Difficult to properly setup
• Maintenance headache
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Google Cloud (Oct 2020+)
Google Cloud “Unlimited" Use Contract
• $12,000/month for unlimited usage
• Contracts are per use case
• Annual review and adjustment
• Actual usage cost: $4,353.87/month

• $1,849.77 Compute Engine
• $625.35 Cloud Pub/Sub
• $600.12 BigQuery*

*This will greatly increase!  I ran a single $30 query earlier this week.

• $493.30 Cloud Functions
• $327.03 Cloud Dataflow
• $319.95 Storage
• $138.35 Stackdriver Monitoring

• Positive user experience
• Less time on administration
• SQL friendly
• Costs can be reduced with creativity

• New technology didn’t change IT or 
procurement policies

• Still experience errors and downtime
• Lack of unified reporting/dashboard 

solution
• Developers are 100% dedicated as we 

migrate

 

Visualization Tools
Currently in use by KYTC:
• Elasticsearch / Kibana
• ESRI ArcGIS Online
• ESRI ArcPro
• Microsoft Excel (yes, that Excel)

• UrbanSDK (Data Science SaaS)

KYTC Enterprise Data utilizes Business Objects for 
legacy databases and reporting needs.

Evaluated but dropped:
• Tableau
• PowerBI

Still being evaluated:
• Google Data Studio
• Looker (purchased by Google)

• Knowi.com

 

Use Cases
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Traffic Impact of Bridge Closure

 

Snow and Ice: Decision Support

 

Roadway Weather
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Roadway Weather

 

Roadway Weather Performance

 

Snow and Ice Performance
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Work Zone Monitoring

 

Incident Detection

 

Incident Detection / After-Action
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Work Zones: 7 Day View

Work Zones: 30+ Day View

Crash History and Mitigation
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GoKY: Traveler Information

 

Questions?

Chris Lambert
chris.lambert@ky.gov

Twitter: @KYTC | @ChrisLambertKY
Facebook: /kytc120
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Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) 
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New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) 

1

Applied Data Governance in the 
Development and Management of 
NYSDOT’s System of Engagement

Maps and Apps Library

 
2

NYSDOT Maps and Apps: A System of Engagement

• Goal: Make Commonly Requested Data Widely Available

• Key Topics:

 System of Record (SoR) vs. System of Engagement (SoE)

 Reusable Web Services

 Viewers, Dashboards, Operations, and Mobile Collector Apps

 Map-based Access to Tabular Data
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System of Record (SoR) vs System of Engagement (SoE)

• SoR - Data Collection/Processing Silos for a Particular Program Area
Policy & Planning Engineering Operations 

& Asset Management

eSTIP
Finance

Regional 
Planning & 
Program 
Coord.

Modal 
Services

Design

Structures

Tech Services

Construction

Environment

Roads & 
Highways

Maintenance

Secondary 
Assets

Snow & 
Ice Ops

Safety

Emergency 
Management

Permits

FleetProjects
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4

The SoE is a System of Systems

Services
Data Service

1
Data Service

2
Data Service

3
Data Service

4
Data Service

N

Authoritative Business Systems

Asset Mgmt Projects Safety Over Weight Emerg Mgt

Apps
App 1 App 2 App 3 App 4 App N

Reusable services to read/write data 
to/from data domains

Suite of apps.  Apps consume one or 
more services  

A Single Destination – manage user 
identities – access on any device –
collect new data – share with others

Maximize the value from existing IT 
investments and data governance

Etc511
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• Reusable Web Services are the building blocks of your apps

• Develop an inventory of specific data elements to be used in the app

• Determine the “authoritative source” for each data element

Data Web Services – the “Legos”

• Understand the limitations of various data elements

• Align data sets to the location.  Where that isn’t 
possible with the base data, find common keys to 
make the connection

• Use “crosswalks” to translate and standardize data 
fields between systems
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Reusable Web Services

Data Systems

EAM
Projects

Photolog

RIS

MAMIS
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7

NYSDOT Maps & Apps – Pavement Viewer

 
8

SoE – Designed to Meet a Particular Business Purpose  
• User Story: As a Resident Engineer, I need to be able to evaluate Safety information 

and answer potential questions posed by the public, executives, or other stakeholders 
about the location of future, current, and past safety related projects, investigations, and 
maintenance activities.  I need to be able to view the following layers on a map at my 
computer or on my mobile device connected to the web:

 Projects - Planned Projects; current year, last 4 years, and next 4 years 
 Maintenance - Anything Safety related in the Last 2 years
 Enterprise Asset Management Program - Network Master
 Safety - 3 years of Raw Crash Data, HALS, PILS/SILS, SDL, PIES 
 Intersections - Signalized Intersection Data 
 Roadway Information - Number of Lanes, Speed Limit, Functional Class, Shoulder Type, 

Route ID, Median Type, Shoulder Width, Lane Width

 We need to be able to navigate and search the map by the following:
o PIN
o BIN
o Route
o County

o Municipality
o Reference Marker
o New York State Place Geocoder
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Viewers, Dashboards, Operations & Mobile Collector Apps

Active Work Zones Collector

Viewers: 
• Map-centric
• Maximize query/analytical 

capabilities

Dashboards:
• Data-centric
• Visualize status/performance

Operational Apps:
• Situational Awareness 

Tool

Winter Ops
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10

System of Engagement (SoE)

The purpose of this 
site is to make data 
from NYSDOT 
systems of record 
and other 
authoritative sources 
widely available 
through an ever-
growing library of 
maps, apps, and 
other data services.
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NYSDOT Maps & Apps – “The Hopper”
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Paradigm Shift – From Tabular Asset Management Data
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13

Paradigm Shift - To Geospatial Asset Management Data

Tabular 
Data  

Export
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Unstructured Data on a Map (Conceptual)
Intellectual Assets Viewer
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Summary

• SoE development is done through a cooperative governance structure

• SoE is a system of systems built on reusable web services

• Ability to give data back to end users in a meaningful way

• Unstructured Data – Geolocate and make available on maps

• Moving all asset management data from tabular to geospatial
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District Department of Transportation (DDOT) – Washington D.C. 
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AEM Corporation 

Roadmap to Big 
Data
Steps to implement a data lake and cloud 
computing pilot to demonstrate the benefits for 
transportation applications

Kelley Pecheux, AEM Corporation

Benjamin Pecheux, AEM Corporation

NYSDOT Peer Exchange
February 3, 2021

 

Overview of Presentation

• Briefly revisit NCHRP 08-116 Guidebook (NCHRP Research Report 952)

• Dive into the 8-step Roadmap for Managing Data from Emerging 
Transportation Technologies

• Discuss big data concepts (e.g., data lake, cloud, distributed computing)

• Show how agencies can iteratively develop and demonstrate the benefits 
of a modern, big data approach to data management, analysis, and 
decision-making

2

 

• Provides a modern big data management framework that introduces new concepts and 
methodologies, best practices, and 100+ recommendations for managing data in a modern, 
flexible, scalable, and sustainable way.

• Lays out a roadmap on how to begin to shift – technically, institutionally, and culturally –
toward effectively managing data from emerging technologies.

• Provides examples and references of transportation agencies currently exploring or already 
navigating the implementation of big data, including their challenges and successes.

• Discusses common misconceptions within the transportation industry regarding big data 
management. 

3

The NCHRP 08-116 
Guidebook Can 
Help Agencies Shift 
Toward the Modern 
Data Management 
Approach

Laying the Foundation

Modern Big Data 
Management Framework

Roadmap to Managing Data 
from Emerging Technologies

100+ recommendations 
across the data lifecycle

8-step process toward 
organizational change

Contrasts traditional vs. modern approach 
for 11 characteristics of data systems

Presents modern big data architecture

Supporting Resources & Tools
 NCHRP 08-116 Research Report
 Data Management Capability 

Maturity Self-Assessment (DM CMSA)
 Data Sources Catalog Tool
 Big Data Governance Role & 

Responsibilities
 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Supporting Resources & Tools

NCHRP Report 952: Guidebook for Managing Data from Emerging 
Transportation Technologies
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Roadmap to Managing Data from Emerging 
Transportation Technologies

• Step 1 – Develop an understanding of big data

• Step 2 – Identify a use case and an associated pilot project

• Step 3 – Secure buy-in from at least one person from leadership for 
the pilot project

• Step 4 – Establish an embryotic big data test environment/ 
playground

• Step 5 – Develop the big data project within the playground

• Step 6 – Demonstrate the value of the data to other business units 

• Step 7 – Demonstrate the value of the data to executive leadership

• Step 8 – Establish a formal data storage and management 
environment

4

 

• What is big data?

• Big data characteristics

• Big data concepts

• When to pursue big data

• Common misconceptions regarding big data

• Agency Case study – The Importance of Understanding 
Big Data

• Additional resources

Step 1 - Develop an Understanding of Big Data 

5

BIG DATA CONCEPTS
• Data lake
• Cloud
• Distributed computing
• Distributed storage
• Nonrelational databases
• Common big data analytics techniques

 

Step 2 - Identify a Use Case and an Associated 
Pilot Project

• Select a use case and pilot project that:
• Aligns with business unit, leadership, and organizational goals
• Includes drivers for change
• Identifies big data source(s) of interest

• Engage others in the cause:
• Internal to the business unit
• Cross-business unit
• Junior and mid-level staff
• External partners

• Agency case study – Portland Urban Data Lake Pilot Project (PUDL)

6
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Step 3 – Secure Buy-In from at Least One   
Person from Leadership for the Pilot Project

• Establish and communicate the value proposition for the pilot project: 
• Example projects
• Value propositions
• Questions to assist in developing the “pitch”

• Ways to create a sense of urgency and a fear of missing out (FOMO)

• De-risk the decision by identifying and communicating risks and other 
potential barriers up front

• Know how and when to make the pitch

7

 

Step 4 – Establish an Embryotic Big Data Test 
Environment or Playground

• Establish buy-in from IT
• Potential challenges and barriers
• Pros and cons of on-premise versus cloud storage

• Create the playground (see “Store” section of Framework)
• Data storage layer
• Data processing layer

• Agency case study – On-Premise vs Cloud

8  

Step 5 – Develop the Pilot Project Within the   
Big Data Test Environment/Playground

• Develop/ensure the availability of the right expertise 
(e.g., training/hiring in-house staff, trusted contractors 
and university partners, and big data 
experts/consultants)

• Apply a data science perspective 

• Collect raw data

• Process and clean the data

• Perform exploratory data analyses

• Build data science pipelines

• Iteratively develop and improve the project and the 
associated outputs/data products

9
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Step 6 – Demonstrate Value of Data to Other 
Business Units 

• Build support for the data and project across the organization, including 
others that may have an interest in the data, project, and data products 
for their own business areas

• Use the data to craft a compelling story of success using understandable 
and persuasive visualizations that tie the insights uncovered in the data 
to the ability to address an issue or solve a problem of the business unit

• Get others involved in sharing and using their data within the test 
environment – iteratively expand the use of the data to improved, 
enhanced, and new use cases

• Agency case study – Iterative Growth and Success

10

 

• Present the success stories/business case to executives

• Continue to build support, foster data sharing, and 
grow iteratively and incrementally

• Push for organization change/adoption of a formal big 
data environment

• Agency case study – Buy-In from Executive Leadership

Step 7 – Demonstrate Value of Data to 
Executive Leadership

11

 

Step 8 – Establish a Formal Data Storage and 
Management Environment 

• Establish a clear vision and goals 

• Make data accessible yet secure

• Integrate at the data level

• Use data to make decisions

• Merge existing projects into the same data                                                                                   
infrastructure 

• Continue to seek input from other stakeholders 

• Iterate on evolving data governance plans and 
procedures

• Seek continuous improvement

• Agency case study – Continued Room for Growth

12
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Next Steps for NCHRP 08-116

• AEM recently awarded an implementation project that will:

• Identify 3-4 agencies interested in learning more about / implementing modern data 
management approaches to support decision-making

• Developing and delivering training to these agencies

• Providing tailored implementation support to participating agencies

• Conducting a peer exchange amongst participating agencies

• Conducting a national webinar to share experiences and lessons learned 

• The project is to start in Feb/Mar 2021

• Provides opportunity for states to get free training and technical assistance

13

 

       

Kelley Pecheux, Sr. Director, Transportation
kelley.pecheux@aemcorp.com
(703) 350-8487

Benjamin Pecheux, Director of Information Science
ben.pecheux@aemcorp.com
(703) 989-4776

Contact Information
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Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 
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State University at Albany Visualization and Informatics Lab (SUNY AVAIL) 

NPMRDS – Probe Data Analytics Tools 
for Transportation Planning:

Web-based Analysis and Reporting Tools for 
NYSDOT and NYS MPOs

 

Project Partners:

University Transportation 
Research Center (UTRC) NYSDOT NYSAMPO

 

The NPMRDS Dashboard 
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NPMRDS = National Performance Management 
Research Dataset

• NPMRDS is an aggregated dataset made by the company HERE until 
Feb 2017, now aggregated by INRIX.

• Provided by FHWA at no cost to states.
• Based on passenger probe data obtained from a number of sources, 

including mobile phones, vehicles, and portable navigation devices, 
gathered in 5 minute intervals

• NHS Highways are broken into segments, called “TMCs” based on navigational 
software company (Garmin/TomTom) needs.

• Big Data: Terrabites in size

 

Source of NPMRDS Probe Speed Data
• GPS
• Phone

 

Performance Measures
Map-21 (PM3) Reporting 
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Multi-Geographic Resolution: 
Segment || Route || Multi-Route Corridor || 

Network

Creation and editing tools make your geographies fully 
customizable

 

NPMRDS Tools for PM3 Reporting 

 

Map-21 Performance Measure Scores by Segment
Level of Travel Time Reliability in Syracuse
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Leveraging NPMRDS for uses beyond PM3

• Congestion 
Management 
Planning

• Corridor Analysis
• Network Analysis
• Bottleneck 

Identification
• Project 

Prioritization
• Post-Project 

Analysis
• Incident Post-

mortem Analysis

 

Macro Tools for Congestion Management Planning

 

Performance Measure Scores by Segment
CSV and Shapefile Downloads
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Data Integration
AVAIL has begun to integrate many other geo-spatial transportation datasets 
through conflation of the NPMRDS shapefile to the LRS and HPMS shapefiles

 

Data Integration

AADT and Short Counts

 

Expanded Data
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Onondaga County Without Expanded Network

 

Onondaga County With Expanded Network

 

Onondaga County Expanded Network

Before/After
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Examples of NPMRDS Based Analysis

 

Corridor Analysis Tools
Penn Station Amtrak Track Work

Comparing traffic on the LIE entering Manhattan 
from June and July of 2017 to June and July of 2018

 

Corridor Analysis Tools
Penn Station Amtrak Track Work

Speeds and Travel Times were stable even though a 
significant number of public transportation commuters 
were forced to find other means of travel. 
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Corridor Analysis Tools
Penn Station Amtrak Track Work

 

Rexford Bridge Pre/Post Construction

 

Corridor Analysis Tools
Rexford Bridge Open July 2017

Hours of Delay have decreased dramatically since the opening of the new Rexford Bridge
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Corridor Analysis Tools
Rexford Bridge Open July 2017

The corridor analysis tools provide a variety of data resolution tools. Here we see hours of delay for 
every day since January 1, 2016 on the X-Axis. Hours of delay decreased significantly after the new 
bridge was opened.

 

Corridor Analysis Tools
Rexford Bridge Open July 2017

The corridor analysis tools provide a variety of data resolution tools. Here we see hours of delay for 
every day since January 1, 2016 on the X-Axis. Hours of delay decreased significantly after the new 
bridge was opened.

 

Post Project Analysis Case Study:
The Tappan Zee (Mario Cuomo) Bridge Opening

Here we see Speeds before and after the opening of the final span of the Mario Cuomo Bridge
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Post Project Analysis Case Study:
The Tappan Zee (Mario Cuomo) Bridge Opening

Here we see Speeds before and after the opening of the final span of the Mario Cuomo Bridge

 

Post Project Analysis Case Study:
The Tappan Zee (Mario Cuomo) Bridge Opening

 

Corridor Analysis
I-87 Northbound to the Twin Bridges

Incident at the Twin Bridges
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Incident Analysis

This case study shows an incident on I-87 Northbound at the 
Twin Bridges from November 21, 2016

 

Incident Analysis

Hours of Delay and Cost of Delay associated with the selected incident

 

          

Albany Visualization And Informatics Lab (AVAIL)
Lewis Mumford Center

University at Albany, SUNY
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California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 

TSMO at Caltrans
02/03/2021

Nick Compin Ph.D
Statewide TSMO, Connected Corridors and System 
Performance Measurement/Data Lead
Caltrans Headquarters’ Division of Traffic Operations
nicholas.compin@dot.ca.gov
(916) 653-4575

2021 NYSDOT 
Data and Research Peer Exchange Webinar
Open source and collaborative software development. Models for supporting development and 

integration of new functions and capabilities of evolving analytics.

 

Recurrent Operations Challenge - I-210 Pasadena, CA

October 2010: Toyota Camry vs. Chevy Pickup vs. Big Rig
2

 

Recurrent Operations Challenge - I-210 Pasadena, CA

3

April 2014 Big Rig vs. Big Rig Source: Caltrans and Metro
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Recurrent Operations Challenge - I-210 Pasadena, CA

April 2014 Big Rig vs. Big Rig Source: Caltrans and Metro
4

 

Recurrent Operations Challenge - I-210 Pasadena, CA

December 2016: Nissan Altima vs. Big Rig
5

 

Recurrent Operations Challenge - I-210 Pasadena, CA

6

Resulting Backup for Many Miles
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Recurrent Operations Challenge - I-210 Pasadena, CA

Contraflow and Basically a Big, Semi-Organized Mess!
7

 

Opportunity: Freeway and Arterial Capacity

8

OPPORTUNITY: Use Existing Capacity More Efficiently

 

LA Metro Rail Map & Gold Line Train

Opportunity: Transit (Bus and Rail)

9

OPPORTUNITY: Use Existing Transit Capacity More Efficiently

Foothill Transit’s 1st Double Decker Electric Bus
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Opportunity: Traveler Information

10

Real-Time Routing, Travel Time and/or Decision to Make a Trip or Not!

 

System 
Completion 

and Expansion

Operational Improvements

Intelligent Transportation Systems
Traveler Information 

Traffic control / Incident Management

Smart Land Use
Demand Management

Value Pricing

Maintenance and Preservation

System Monitoring and Evaluation

Prevention and Safety

TSMO Umbrella and Mobility PyramidMobility and TSMO at Caltrans

11

Caltrans Mobility Pyramid Caltrans TSMO Umbrella

 

Caltrans Mobility Pyramid

Transportation Investments have more impact if built upon this foundation
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NEED – INFORMATION/DATA SHARING

13

What Did We Start With?

A desire to manage the considerable existing transportation infrastructure in California to:
 Improve efficiency of the State’s transportation system 
 Improve the effectiveness of our decisions 
 Ensure a multi-modal, multi-jurisdictional approach to TSMO

A desire to change Caltrans culture from our current state to a future state where TSMO is 
integral to Caltrans culture.

 

Caltrans Transportation Systems Management 
and Operations (TSMO) Goals

Caltrans and California - Setting

14

Caltrans
21,000+ employees
12 Districts
51,000 lane mile State Highway System

State of California
1,000 miles Mexico to Oregon
200 miles Pacific Ocean to Nevada Border
163,696 sq. miles

Population:
State of California – 40m
Los Angeles – 19m
San Francisco – 9.6m
San Diego – 3.2m
Sacramento – 2.6m
Fresno – 1.3m

 

Caltrans Transportation Systems Management 
and Operations (TSMO) Goals

1. Create a system management culture.

2. Follow a performance-based framework for all transportation system 
management (TSM) work activities and funding prioritization.

3. Establish a well-maintained and high-performing transportation 
management systems (TMS/ITS) infrastructure that supports 
real-time traffic management.

4. Cooperatively develop and implement real-time (active) traffic 
management to optimize flow, safety and aid regions and the State to 
meet greenhouse gas reduction (GHG) targets from transportation.

5. Renew consensus on and adhere to critical statewide 
standards.

Fundamental Guidance

15
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• Enable existing transportation infrastructure 
and vehicles to work together in a highly 
coordinated manner

• Deliver improved transportation network 
performance (safety and mobility)

• Improve accountability

• Evolve Caltrans to “real-time” network 
operations and management

• Enhance regional, local, and private sector 
partnerships

Statewide Goals

16

 

Connecting Goals and Actions

Planning for Implementation

 

Why a Single System Statewide

Traffic Operations Program Management Direction:

• Control costs through economies of scale and provide uniform data from across the state 
for performance measurement

– Replicable * Common system must be easily replicable for uniform statewide use

– Scalable * Common system must be flexible to meet the unique needs of the districts

– Affordable * Cost sharing with local partners must be easy and defensible

– Maintainable * Single statewide maintainer 

Design must meet current and future stakeholder needs and future needs of local 
partners across California.

A Single Statewide System?

18
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• Provide system engineering documents and 
process templates

• Provide guidance on workforce skills, training and 
organization 

• Enable the consulting ecosystem

• Provide a cloud based reference implementation 
architecture with data quality

• Provide a cloud based replicable and scalable 
intelligent data hub and DSS (Decision Support 
System)

Caltrans and UCB PATH Collaboration

19

 

Major I-210 Pilot System Components

20

 

1. Integrated Corridor and Regional Management System – Expand on the rules-based engine and performance 
management-based DSS. 

2. Integrated Regional Mobility (IRM) Transportation Portal – Provide regional partners (public and private 
service providers) with real-time situational awareness by integrating all relevant transportation modes, 
systems, and data and sharing it. 

3. Statewide Data Warehouse – Create a statewide data warehouse with analytics and data mining applications 
to monitor and analyze statewide operations and system performance. 

4. Performance Measurement and Business Intelligence - Transform data from the Statewide Data Warehouse 
(SDW) and/or Regional Data Warehouses (RDW) , into meaningful and useful information that can be used to 
develop more effective strategic, tactical, and operational strategies and decisions.

5. Enhance Regional and Statewide Traveler Information Systems – Share information with 511 regional 
systems and traveler information service providers via an open data portal application. 

6. Pilot Vehicle to Infrastructure Technologies and Strategies - Communicating directly with vehicles via 
connected vehicles applications, providing travelers with relevant information including roadway conditions 
and operational strategies developed by the regional management systems. 

Leveraging Data Hub for the Future

21
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Regional & State Consolidation of Data - Potential

22

 

Existing Caltrans Traffic & Safety 
Data Flows

OPIN
Ops Invest

PeMS - Statewide
Storage & Analysis

ATMS
TMS Control

Short-term Storage & 
Analysis

System Planning

Detection
Volumes

TSN
Incidents/TASAS

Roadway Inventory
Traffic Census Volumes

SHS Roadway 
Inventory

Traffic Census
Volumes

TMS
Field Elements

HOIP & SHSMP

Incidents
TASAS

HPMS

Signal Data
Other System 

Perf. Reporting

MPR

Travel & 
Related 
Factors

SWITRS
CAD

Safety
Invest/RPTs

511/CWWP

PaveM

23

Existing State Data Pathways

 

New – More Efficient Data Exchange

24

Data Hub 
“Cloud”

(PeMS/RITIS)
Data Analytics 

“Cloud” Statewide

Detector 
Data

CATMS
TMS Element Control 

& Status

Signal Data

3rd Party Data
Speed

“future”
Volumes, Bicycle, 
Pedestrian, O/D 

Vehicle Data
“Big”

TSNR
Data Analytics for 

Reporting

SHS Roadway 

Inventory

TMS
Field Elements

Incidents
TASAS

OPIN
Ops Invest

System Planning

HOIP & SHSMP

HPMS

Any New System 
Performance

Reporting / BI Tool

MPR

Travel & 
Related 
Factors

Safety
Reporting

Any New Analysis or 
Data Sharing

PaveM

24
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Data Hub, C2C, DSS and I-210 Pilot Schedules

• Data Hub and C2C Interface – Ready and Tested

• Pilot Corridor Management System Interface – Ready and Tested

• Decision Support System (DSS) – Operations Testing Underway

• Rules Engine Cloud Implementation – Operations Testing Underway

• I-210 Pilot Launch – Summer 2021

25

 

Benefits of “Open Source”
 No licenses – no ongoing payments forever….
 No sole-source contractors or vendor-specific solutions
 No procurement contracts
 Current software updates available and free
 Lower up-front costs (when using vendors with existing standard interfaces)
 Able to leverage community improvements/updates and contribute to community
 Low cost implementations of improvements made by the community
 Increased standardized vendor system integration reduces the cost of implementing ICM.
 Cost effectiveness increases as more agencies adopt the solution
 Reduces costs for the overall transportation industry when properly managed
 Permits new ideas and functions to be tested and implemented at a lower cost
 Open source can attract many people who want to help improve transportation and give them a way to 

be involved, potentially leading to better prepared workforce in the transportation sector.
 Standardization of open source interfaces and reference implementations that others can use is as 

important as having an open source software

Open Source and the Pool Fund Concepts

26

 

THANK YOU 
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State Presentations 
New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) 

1

Virtual Peer Exchange

Hosted by New York State Department of Transportation 
February 2-4, 2021

Use of Data Management and Analytics to 
Improve Decision Making and Research

 
2

New York

7,900 Employees

11 Regions

Department of Transportation

10 Research Staff
Planning & Engineering

Applied
Materials
Structures
Pavements

Safety
Environmental

Traffic
Mobility

43,700 Lane Miles

7,900 Bridges
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Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) 

State of Vermont

Population – Est. 627,239 (2020)

Vermont Agency of Transportation
More than 1,200 employees that work in three Divisions

8 Maintenance Districts
6511 Lane Miles Maintained
4050 Structures Maintained

 

• Research Program
• Policy, Planning and Research Bureau within the Policy, Planning and Intermodal Development 

Division
• Made up of two employees – a Research Manager and a Research Engineer
• Budget <$1.3M ($600k to NCHRP, TRB, Pooled Funds inc. NE Transportation Consortium)
• Annual Research & Innovation Symposium feat. +/- 30 projects each year.
• Symposium Fact sheets and posters are found on our website: September 2020 Virtual Research 

and Innovation Symposium
• Principal focus is to work with Champions across the Agency to help prepare Research Problem 

Statements that are then distributed to our Qualified Researcher List.
• Goal is to fund 3 new external research projects/year.

• Data Interest: Data Storage Types & Data Governance
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District Department of Transportation (DDOT) – Washington D.C. 

NYSDOT Peer Exchange 2021
District Department of Transportation

Stephanie Dock, Research program Administrator

 

• District of Columbia (Washington, DC; “the District”)
– Population: 705,749

• District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
– 1,100 employees, no regions/districts
– 1,400 lane miles, 236 bridges
– We maintain a multimodal system: 1,400 miles of sidewalks, 150 miles of bike 

lanes and trails, Capital Bikeshare, dedicated bus lanes, 5 local bus routes, 2.4 
miles of streetcar, and 1,600 signalized intersections

• Research Program
– 2 employees (program admin, librarian) + support from Howard University
– Housed within State & Regional Planning Division (which handles SPR Part 1 and 

Metropolitan Planning as well)
– Report up to the Chief Administrative Officer (along with budget office and HR
– Principal focus: urban, multimodal research

• Data Interest
– Integrating data across modes and systems

About DC and DDOT
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Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 

MassDOT SPRII Research Program & 
Performance Management 

Feb 4, 2020

NYDOT Research Peer Exchange

 

2

Who We Are
MassDOT

Secretary/CEO

Office of 
Performance 

Management & 
Innovation

Data Strategy

Strategic 
Research

Performance 
Management

Other Shared 
Service Offices

Office of 
Transportation 

Planning

Capital Planning GIS Services

Research and 
Tech Transfer MPO Activities

Sustainable 
Transportation

Multimodal 
Planning

Transit Planning Public & Private 
Development

Highway 
Division

Rail & Transit 
Division

Aeronautics 
Division RMV Division MBTA

Research & Tech Transfer
• Research funding source: SPR-Part B
• Research clients: MassDOT Divisions and Shared Service 

Offices and the MBTA (when SPRII funding is permissible)
• Annual budget: 7-8 million dollars
• Staffing: one manager and four staff

OPMI
• Internal research for MassDOT/MBTA supporting policy 

and measure development
• Frequent collaboration with universities, advocacy groups, 

and other organizations
• Data sharing and support: Open Data Portal, Data Blog

 

7 Short-term 
projects (≤15 mos)

9%

15 Medium-term 
projects  (15-21 mos)

30%

7 Long-term projects 
(>21 mos)

15%

UMTC (Research 
support and quick 

turn-around 
projects) 

25%

NCHRP & 8 TPF 
projects

21%

3

2021 SPR Research Funding by Project Type
~ $5 Million Contracted Research
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4

MassDOT SPRII Research Process

3 
months

1-6 
months

1-3 
months

1-3 
months 6-36 months Varies Varies

 

 Research solicitation is internal 
 Project prioritization is based on 

 Agency needs
 Implementation likelihood
 Potential benefits

 Crucial role of Project Champions
 Define technical direction and outputs
 Provide access to data, materials, and 

internal knowledge
 Evaluate the quality of deliverables
 Facilitate stakeholder engagement
 Implement the results

5

Research are Driven by Agency Needs

Funded research 
projects

Agency’s 
Strategic 

Goals

SPRII 
Funding  

Eligibility & 
Availability

Priority 
Ranking by 
Divisions/ 

Shared 
Services

 

 Using Mobile LiDAR for Automated Asset Inventory and 
Condition Assessment
 Pedestrian Infrastructure (sidewalks and ramps)
 Pavement markings
 Guardrails

 Multisource Data Fusion for Traffic Incident Detection
 Massachusetts Depth to Bedrock
 Measuring Accessibility to Improve Public Health

6

Examples of Research Projects Centering on 
Data Analytics and Integration

MassDOT Research and Tech Transfer:

https://www.mass.gov/research-and-technology-transfer 
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7

About OPMI:
We are a shared service in MBTA and MassDOT focusing on 
Performance Management, Data Strategy, & Strategic Research. 
Contact: opmi@mbta.com  

Tracker, the annual report card of 
MassDOT

MBTA Back on Track, a 
public facing daily 

dashboard on MBTA 
metrics

Open Data Portal, a public 
repository of downloadable 

data

Find Our Work Online

 

8

About OPMI:
Examples of Recent and Ongoing Work

 Transit App Data Infrastructure: are TNCs complementary or competitive with 
transit? What features of trips make Transit App users select TNC options over 
transit?

 MBTA Rider Census – FTA-mandated demographic data collection – storage and 
integration

 Recovering from the COVID-10 pandemic with a reasonable state of the 
transportation system matching our region’s transportation needs 
 What do we need to know to supply the right amount of service, fare products, budget 

allocation, etc at the appropriate time? How to best organize existing and generated data?
 How do we encourage the bicycling/walking behavior that has increased during the 

pandemic?
 MassDOT/MBTA Employer panel: gather ongoing information about transportation needs 

and employer choices in the business community during the COVID-19 pandemic.

 

          

Contact Us: 

Anna Gartsman: agartsman@MBTA.com

Laura Riegel: lriegel@MBTA.com

Lily Oliver: Hongyan.Oliver@dot.state.ma.us
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Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) 

Florida Department of Transportation

State of Florida

Population – 21.2M
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)

• 5,357 employees
• 7 Districts and the Turnpike Enterprise
• 125 active research projects

Transportation System
• 123,104 centerline miles
• 12,130 centerline miles on State Highway System
• 7,007 bridges maintained by FDOT

 

Florida Department of Transportation

Organizational Charts

 DOT Executive Office

 

Florida Department of Transportation

Organizational Charts

 Strategic Development - Research Center
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Florida Department of Transportation

Program Focus Areas

 Secretary’s Vital Few
• Improve Safety
• Enhance Mobility
• Inspire Innovation
• Foster Talent

 Research Center
• Implementation and Impact

• Project monitoring and support
• Financial Achievability Model

• UTC partnerships
• Pilots and testbeds

• I-STREET

 Data Issues
• What’s the role of research? Identifying data issues in proposed research, and 

coordinating between Project Manager/Team, Data Governance Administrator, 
and other stakeholders.
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Peer Exchange Takeaways 
 
A record of all peer exchange takeaways is listed below, organized by general thematic category. 
These takeaways are drawn from all presentations and participant discussions occurring over the 
three days of the peer exchange as well as subsequent input received from participants.  
 
Data Management Development 

• New data provides many new opportunities. Be prepared for new use cases, and potential 
resistance. Be flexible. 

• New, rich transportation datasets require new solutions for data management and storage.  
• The nature of new data requires an updated approach.  
• Transportation decision making will require a combination of traditional sources, big data, 

and crowdsourced data. 
• The utility of new data opportunities is not always self-evident. There is a need to engage 

executive management on the importance and opportunities, but also be prepared to 
adjust. 

• Improved data management practices will require champions, investment, and 
commitment for mainstreaming. 

• It is critical to get IT on board with any adaptation to changing data management needs. 
• Buy-in from IT is critical to establishing a big data test environment or “playground”.  
• Test projects must be tailored to the capabilities of the agency, available consultants, and 

partners.  
• The value of improved data analytics must be demonstrated to support more sustained 

investment. 
• Institutional change can be realized through iterative steps that demonstrate the value of 

big data approaches.  
• Establishing a modern data environment requires a paradigm shift; it cannot be done 

incrementally.  
• Collaboration between agencies (DOTs, MPOs), data providers, and the research 

community is critical. 
• Incentivize consistency and common tools and platforms with partners. 

 
Data Storage 

• On-premise data solutions often exceed both the technical capacity and expertise of state 
DOTs and can be extremely costly. Cloud solutions or pay-as-you-go may provide better 
value. 

• Cloud-based and third-party solutions typically lack integrated dashboard interfaces and 
can pose problems when there is a loss of power or data connectivity.  

• Common data templates and centralized data datasets facilitate collaboration. 
• Collect the data for a purpose, not merely for the sake of collecting data.  
• Data silos tend to produce research silos.  
• Data lake is a misunderstood concept; likely to encounter resistance from IT. 

 
Data Governance 

• Common data templates and data sets can help support data governance. 
• Efforts to establish new data governance policies first require an understanding of data 

sources and data users. 
• Data governance protocols are critical to connecting data sets in schema on read. 
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• There is a balancing act between the creative potential of data transparency and the 
security of restricting use to trained data users.  

 
Data Analytics 

• Scalability is critical for big data analyses.  
• Making data useful to non-specialists within the agency is critical.  
• Systems of Engagement allow data to be made useful continually in different use cases.  
• Making tabular data geospatial helps to make connections between data and make data 

useful by “visualizing” data.  
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have real-world transportation 

applications. 
• Most data research activities at peer DOTs occur across a patchwork of program areas, 

IT departments, and outside academic and consultant partners.  
• The potential time and cost benefits of open source are too great to ignore in developing 

agency data capacity.  
• Open source approaches can attract unanticipated collaborators, enhancing agency 

engagement.  
 
Personnel 

• Data literacy or data analytics training can expand access to the data, leveraging its utility.  
• Effective data projects need constant communication with users and a defined schema of 

how the data is analyzed. One way to manage: have a data expert in each program area. 
Need "many pair of eyes." 

• Making data accessible helps with consistency and access and prevents agency over-
reliance on a single expert staffer.  

• Full-time staff would be very helpful for data analysis. 
• Aside from hard IT skills, look for people with soft skills who can translate between the 

need for analysis and what data to use to get there. 
• Having a third party manage data can be helpful but need to understand the data to 

understand what you are getting. Need trained staff to understand the data. 
 
Research 

• Successful data research programs need an ecosystem of support for continuity. 
• Until internal agency data capacity can be developed, academic researchers can be 

productive partners in leveraging the utility of existing data resources.  
• There is no shortcut to a robust data research program. Intentional, incremental changes 

will be required. A pilot program is an effective way to start.  
• Partnerships are critical to the success of data research programs. 
• Collaboration between academic researchers and city and state transportation personnel 

produces dividends.  
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